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Abstract

Electric power networks connected with multiple distributed generations (microgrids) require adequate protection coordination. In this paper, the overcurrent relay coordination concept in distribution system has been presented with details. In this available literature, the previous works on optimisation methods utilised for the coordination of over current relays; classification has been made based on the optimisation techniques, non-standard characteristics, new constraints that have been proposed for optimal coordination and dual setting protection schemes. Then a comprehensive review has been done on optimisation techniques including the conventional methods, heuristic and hybrid methods and the relevant issues have been addressed.

1 Introduction

Reliable operations of the power grid are becoming importance nowadays more than ever, due to the embedding of electric-powered technology in all human activities. Protection of the electric grid against interruptions caused by different faults occupies the priority of power system researchers concerns [1]. Planning of protection schemes accurately is required to guarantee reliability, speed and selectivity of protective relays to isolate the parts under faulted conditions from the rest of the network. Protection issues have become more complex evolving with the distribution networks (DNs) toward the vision of distributed generations (DGs). Additionally, the growing of the DGs connections introduced extra challenges with the concept of micro-grids (MGs). To obtain the maximum advantages from these upcoming power generation technologies with maintaining the existing power system infrastructure, there are main protection issues required to be taken into considerations which are false tripping, binding tripping recloser malfunctions, binding, nuisance (sympathetic) and undesired islanding [2].

Traditional distribution system is radial in nature. The protection of these networks is relatively simple protective devices such as overcurrent (OC) relays, fuses and reclosers [3]. An OC relay is a device that determines whether sending signal or not to open a circuit breaker by measuring the current which pass through it [4]. There are other relays kinds such as directional relays, definite time OC relays and distance relays. Yet, inverse time OC relay is extensively used and it is considered the most preferable type in protection system of DNs because of their fine selectivity, economic advantages, simplicity and efficiency in installation and implementation [5] & [6]. In decades, for the distribution systems, obtaining cost effective and reliable performance adopt the OC scheme coordination amongst the inherited requirements. The OC relays utilised as a primary (p) as well as backup (b) protection respectively in the transmission and sub-transmission systems [7]. They work at a coordinated structure with a composed predesigned. As a rule, firstly, the primary OC relay isolates the fault in coordinated scheme, if this primary OC relay being unsuccessful to trip in the pre-designed time after a specific pre-calculated time known as Coordination Time Interval (CTI), the backup OC relay isolates the fault automatically. Fig.1 illustrates the coordination constraint between primary and backup relays. It considers a constraints problem beside both of the Plug Setting (PS) range and Time Dial Setting (TDS) range of relay. This problem is extremely complicated both in constraints set and in objective function (OF) [8].

Fig.1: The of coordination constraint among primary (p) and backup (b) relay

2. Coordination of OC relays Formulation

2.1 Standard Relay Characteristic

Standard relay characteristics (relay characteristic curve) are used as a standard for adjusting the time OC relay functions. It can be classified into two main standards started in the IEEE standard [9]. Various institutes use curve constants, for example the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) [10], they are listed in Table.1 as following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stander</th>
<th>Curve</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IEC</td>
<td>NI</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VI</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EI</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEE</td>
<td>NI</td>
<td>0.0515</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VI</td>
<td>19.61</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.491</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EI</td>
<td>28.2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.1218</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table.1: IEC and IEEE standardised curves characteristic constants.
Normal inverse (NI), very inverse (VI), extremely inverse (EI) and (A, B, C) time curve characteristic constants. 

The OC relay tripping time for a known short-circuit current (Isc) and pickup current (Ip) is calculated by using Equation (1), (2) defined by IEC and IEEE standards respectively.

\[ t = \left[ A \left( \frac{I_{sc}}{I_p} \right)^n - 1 \right] \times TDS \ldots \ldots \ldots (1) \]

\[ t = \left[ A \left( \frac{I_{sc}}{I_p} \right)^n + C \right] \times TDS \ldots \ldots \ldots (2) \]

2.2 Problem Formulation of Coordination:

2.2.1 Objective Function

The OC relays coordination problem relays in interconnected power systems, it is usually stated as a constrained optimisation problem, where the objective function (OF) is used to minimise the total operating time of the primary and backup relays [11]

\[ OF = \sum_{i=1}^{m} t_{i,j} \]

Where \( t_{i,j} \) indicates the operation time of the primary relay at i for near end fault and m is the primary relays numbers. The following constraints have achieved this objective [11] [12]:

2.2.2 Coordination criteria

\[ t_b - t_p \geq CTI \]

Where \( t_b \) is the primary relay operating time for near end fault, while, \( t_b \) is the backup relay operating time, similarly for near end fault. Usually CTI selected as \( (0.2s \leq CTI \leq 0.5s) \) [13]

2.2.3 Bounds on the relay setting operating time

The of bounds expression on TMS and PS are shown as following:

\[ TMS_{min} \leq TMS_i \leq TMS_{max} \]

\[ PS_{min} \leq PS_i \leq PS_{max} \]

Where \( TMS_{min} \) and \( TMS_{max} \) are the minimum and maximum TMS value, whereas \( PS_{min} \) and \( PS_{max} \) are in order of the minimum and maximum PS value of relay.

2.2.4 Bounds on the relay setting operating time

A minimum amount of time is required to operate the relay and likewise it should not take large time to operate. Mathematically, it can be stated as,

\[ t_{min} \leq t_{op} \leq t_{max} \]

Where \( t_{min} \) and \( t_{max} \) are the relay \( R_i \) minimum and maximum operating time.

3. Over Current Relay Coordination Methods

In the past four decades, there are a considerable number of methods have been proposed for the overcurrent relays coordination. According to this review, these methods can be illustrated and divided into optimisation techniques, new constraints for optimal coordination, non-standard characteristics (NSCs) and dual setting protection schemes. This classification is illustrated in fig.2 as following:

![Over Current Relay Coordination Methods](image)

Fig.2: Over Current Relay Coordination Methods

3.1 Optimisation Techniques

Normally, obtaining the relays optimum settings is considered the goal of optimisation-based approaches. In this approach three main techniques which are: Conventional techniques, heuristic techniques and hybrid techniques, it will be in details as following:

3.1.1 Conventional Methods Optimisation Techniques Applications

In overcurrent relays coordination, a range of techniques exist. The approaches could be classified into three classes which include: optimisation method, trial and error, and topological analysis techniques [14] [15] [16] [17] [18]. Despite the slow convergence frequency and a large number of needed iterations to attaining a suitable relay setting, the trial and error technique was still used [19] [20] To lower the iteration number needed for the process of coordination, a method was recommend for breaking each loop known as breakpoint and identify the first relays at each of these points.

Identifying the breakpoints is an essential section for initiating the process of the coordination. Topological methods that are comprised of graph and functional theory are applied for identifying the break points [20]. In the functional method, a set of functional dependencies is used to formulate the relay
settings constraints in the functional approach. Other topological analysis that are in linear graph theory are stretched to analysis every simple network loop in both directions minding the least set of breakpoints as well as the backup and basic relay pairs. This method provided the best solution for the option settings included though not maximum in any strict sense. Implied that, the relay’s TDS or TMS are increased. Besides, because of the system complexity, error and trial method and topological analysis are not optimal and are time consuming. According to [21], the previous study about the directional overcurrent relays consist of three categories: optimization technique, curve fitting technique, and graph theoretical technique. The curve fitting approaches are applied in the identification of the finest function for representing data. The curve fitting techniques are applied in relay properties for mathematically analysing through polynomial [22] [23]. The graph theoretical techniques also reported as the second category [24]. The system framework is applied for analysis the data on breakpoints minimum set, line directionality for directional relays, sequence for setting relay, and the entire basic or backup relays. Figure 3 below indicates the conventional or classical technique applied for coordination of the finest overcurrent relay.

Fig.3: Approach of the Conventional Methods

Generally, the optimisation method overwhelmed the conventional technique that had relays in sequential order prior to been considered for coordination [25]. It is popular amongst scholars because of its benefits. Moreover, in optimisation approach, determining the breakpoints set is not necessary. The first use of the optimisation theory during directional overcurrent relay coordination was Conventional Method Trial & Error Topological Analysis Functional Graph Theory [26]. Whereby, the calculation of TSM values was done through the Linear programming (LP) model, simplex technique for pickup current stated values, Ip. Some scholars applied the non-linear programming in optimising approach in order to find a solution for the coordination problem though the method was time consuming and complex [27]. This is because the non-linear programming method, depends on the TMS, Ip, and relay properties, optimized simultaneously. In [26], [28] and [29], they formulate the relay coordination problem as a mixed integer non-linear programming (MINLP) and through General Algebraic Modelling System (GAMS) software they solve it. But, the application of binary variables to consider the discrete pickup currents, Ips heightens the coordination problem complexity [21]. Following the technique’s complexity, the overcurrent relays coordination is often conducted through linear programming (LP) approaches like the two-phase Simplex and Simplex, dual Simplex techniques [30], [31], [32], [21] and [28]. The limitation of these method is that it depends on first guess and could be trapped in the local minimum [33]. The assumption in these techniques is that the pickup current, Ip settings is to be known and, in its TDS, or TMS, the operation time for every relay is linear function.

Bedekar et. al. in [34], recommended Big-M (penalty) technique for determining the overcurrent relays TMS whereby assuming that the PS is fixed and known. This approach depends on the simplex algorithm applied to determine the optimal solution in linear programming questions. To obtain a first primary feasible solution referred as IBFS, artificial variables are introduced in the objective function. In addition, in [35], [36] and [37] Bedekar et al suggested Simplex, two-phase Simplex, and dual Simplex techniques for solving the problem of directional overcurrent relay in ring fed system of distribution. Following the recommended LP methods and Big-M (penalty) techniques, the paper in [38] made a comparison of the four techniques and it was indicated that in comparison to others, the dual-Simplex technique was the most suitable one. The authors stated that the calculations number for each iteration within dual-Simplex technique is lower than the other three technique. Nevertheless, [15] explained that even when LP methods are simple and converge easily to optimal solutions, just the values of TSM could be optimised rather than pickup current, they have to select Ip through experience of load and fault data. Normally, this does not offer a global optimum solution or answer of the issue. Therefore, the application of these LP methods contains boundaries in relation of low constraint number [39]

3.1.2 Heuristic Techniques

Currently, evolutionary and heuristic formulation depending on methods like genetic algorithm (GA) was successfully implemented for optimal coordination overcurrent relay to reduce the operation time of relays and reduce miscoordination problem [40]. For particle swarm optimisation (PSO) in the formulation of the optimal relay settings, [41] confirmed that PSO is more suitable for dealing with miscoordination issues for both discrete and continuous PSM and TSM instead of GA though. In relation to the enhanced convergence properties, some GA improvements [41] like progressive GA [28]. They have adopted Evolutionary programming [42] and various types of DE techniques like the adaptive (ADE) algorithm [43] and opposition-based chaotic DE algorithm in order to obtain the optimum setting of relays by the improvements of discrete values of decision variables [44], [19] conducted an evaluation on the five varied versions of modified differential evolution (MDE) in order to comparatively judge their performance in offering a solution to the relay coordination problem. In these techniques, the local optima influence the solution because of the constant scaling components. [45] [20] made an attempt to attain the OC relays coordination through the improved PSO methods. To acquire the OC relays optimum coordination in the ring-based power systems, [46] utilised the Teaching learning-based optimization (TLBO) algorithm. Then, [47] recommended an advanced group search optimisation algorithm in the DO relays’ coordination. In addition, in order
to deal with the DO relay coordination influenced by the dynamic alteration in the network topology and Ant colony optimisation (ACO) have been applied in solving the coordination problem in OC relays [48], [49] suggested a new seeker optimisation method for the DO relays coordination. But, most of the past techniques have a major deficiency that is the convergence threat in the local optima. Firefly algorithm (FA) was selected to obtain an optimised OC relay function [50]. In the optimisation, the FA performance is related to a random value of Gaussian distribution that results to moderate trapping and convergence during the local optimising point. Thus, an advanced adaptive modified FA (AMFA) is suggested to determine the OC relays optimal coordination. AMFA amends the FA through the manner of investigation in the search of the OC relays’ optimum coordination and growing the speed in the convergence [51]. An ant lion optimiser (ALO) is applied to solve coordination problem as a constrained optimisation problem. In the distribution system, the (OF) was targeting a minimum OT of OC relays [52]. A new optimisation technique called Water cycle algorithm (WCA) is presented to deal with the problem of overcurrent relays coordination. To define the best OC relay setting, the adapted problem is mathematically formulated [39].

3.1.3 Hybrid Techniques

Moreover, most of hybrid structures have been adopted for improving the performance obtained in resolving the problem of OC relay coordination. Within those techniques, non-dominated sorting GA-II and hybrid GA [28] [53], have been exercised to lower coordination times of backup/basic relay pairs and relay operating times. [29] [54] made a contribution toward obtaining the global optimum values for PS and TMS through Hybrid (GA-NLP) technique and recommended Continuous Genetic Algorithm (CGA) in order to lower the function time of relays and eliminate the mal-operation of the relays. [55] proposed Particle Swarm Optimization (NM-PSO) and a hybrid Nelder-Mead Simplex search method. This technique is applied to enhance the efficacy of the PSO for feasibility, fast convergence, and computation speed. A hybrid gravitational search algorithm and sequential quadratic programming (GSA-SQP) has been introduced such one of the solutions of the OC relays coordination problem; it has been tested and evaluated on various test systems [56]. A Hybrid particle swarm optimisation and moth–flame Optimisation (PSOMFO) has been combined MFO for exploration phase and PSO for exploitation phase; the results seem to be effective compared to standard MFO and PSO algorithm [57]. Utilising the setting groups concept, an APS is proposed to rise the reliability of the system. For network topology changes, a hybrid linear programming (LP) and genetic algorithm (GA) method is used to solve the problem. Thus, classifies the network topology changes scenarios into a limited number of setting groups and the LP algorithm optimally coordinates the overcurrent relays within the setting groups, the GA, in a near-optimal manner [58]. There is a new proposed algorithm is using hybrid whale optimization algorithm and grey wolf optimiser (HWGO); it applied for enhancing the reliability and performance of the conventional whale optimisation algorithm (WOA), the result have appeared the ability of HWGO algorithm to make a progress of the traditional WOA and overcomes its drawbacks in terms of overcurrent coordination problem [59].

3.2 Non-Standard Characteristics (N-SCs)

This part focuses mainly on providing details on the researches that targets construction of N-SCs so that the protection coordination can be attained in the power systems. These untraditional techniques are classified as methods which would contain electrical magnitudes.

3.2.1 (N-SCs) with Electrical Magnitudes:

Previously, the relays which were applied to detect and clear a problem based only on the liability current value. Nevertheless, currently, the voltage value can be applied to establish the liability section of the power system because of the fact that OC relays is generally more accessible and capable of determining both voltage and current values by the fact that, they are linked to current via voltage transformers. According to the past study, these OC relays features offer a chance for the use of N-SCs that are created not just through considering the current as well as the voltage value [60] [61] [62]. This section, the research compared attaining of relay coordination with respect to the different integrations of determined voltage and current values analysed.

3.2.1.1 Characteristics Based on Current

There is still a possibility to produce N-SCs by merely depending on the current measurement, though SCs readily utilizes the current. Researches applied current in varied approaches obtained from the SCs are reviewed in this subsection. Industrial power systems comprise of very rich environment with respect to the protective devices. Many protective devices types like the fuses, digital relays, and electromechanical relays are observed in a similar industrial power system. Though, in this highly diverse environment, coordinating various forms of protective devices like the relay-fuse is a complex task when utilising standard techniques. The N-SC is proposed to tackle very complex coordination issues within the industrial power system [63]. In this property, the assumption is that a value shifts dynamically with respect to the measured current value rather than being constant. In [63] the characteristic equations are provided in (3) and (4). Nevertheless, it is essential to ensure that A (isc) function is determined with respect to the specific protection problem. In (3) and (4) they represent the effect of the shifting fault current on N-SC property.

\[ A(isc) = A \cdot e^{-isc/C} \ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots (3) \]

\[ t = \left[ \frac{A(isc)}{isc \cdot Lp} - 1 \right] \times TDS \ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots (4) \]
Other researches targeted obtaining N-SCs depending on the determined current presented in [64] [65], that integrated the non-standard approaches and adaptive relay concept. They took the pickup current as a load current function for these investigations (Ip (IL)). Though, rather than applying an explicit equation, in [23] they presented curve fitting approach depending on a polynomial equation, and it was used in a software that was specifically established for applications of relay coordination. Although, the structure provided as an output equation through the equation was very complex and did not require setting automatic and parameters coordination, it was a superior property for this approach.

### 3.2.1.2 Characteristics Based on Voltage

In the presence of DGs units, there are several modified OC relays curves have been proposed by various researchers to reduce their operation time that in the non-standard voltage based characteristic curves. Table 2 illustrates these modified OC relays curves. In table 2, the Eq. (5) introduced the voltage value into the IEC standard property equation as a multiplier that lowered the relay OT in every potential fault condition, which unit value of the determined voltage (Vf) and K is a new constant [62]. (6) provides the properties of the equation formed in [66], whereby the voltage parameter was applied in enhancing the coordination of the fuse-relay in the DG presence. An identical technique in relation to applying magnitudes of voltage is indicated in [67], the characteristics presented in (7). In (8) and (9) an alternative kind of voltage depended property is presented in [68]. The construction of the N-SC targeted to enhance recloser-fuse coordination in a system of distribution inclusive of DG units. A varying voltage-based N-SC, that is provided in (10), was indicated in [69][70]. The characteristic equation was identical to (5), but for the use of the voltage the logarithmic function is applied. In [71] an alternative method by the voltage measurement using a logarithmic function is suggested. (11) provides the characteristic equation. This characteristic equation excludes TDS setting, and hence, eradicates inheritance of the limitation of growing OT in the direction of the source. Furthermore, through adjusting A, B, and C within the equation, ensures the coordination. The recommended property lowers the effect of the DG and offers a comparatively low OTs, though; there is still a need for further study on the big dimensional power network because of the growing variables numbers to be optimised.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref</th>
<th>Modified Operation Time Curve of OC Relays</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[62]</td>
<td>( t = \left( \frac{1}{e^{(1-Vf)}^k} \right)^{\frac{A}{\left(\frac{I_{sc}}{I_{tp}}\right)^n-1}} \times TDS. ) (5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| [66]  | \( t = \left( \frac{V_f}{e^{k-V_f}} \right)^{\frac{A}{\left(\frac{I_{sc}}{I_{tp}}\right)^n-1}} \times TDS \ldots (6) \)

### 3.3 New Constraints for Optimal Coordination

Most authors aim at including new constraints for optimal OC relays coordination. In [72] the author includes a novel constraint with respect to the operational status of variables in the distributed system within DG. [73] [74] suggested other constraints taking into consideration transient stability [75], fault current direction [76], and OCR coordination with distance protection scheme. Additionally, in [73] the author introduced a constraint considering the parameters of entire OC relay characteristics [77] and constraint in consideration of single outage contingency\([N-1]\) [78]. A constraint deliberates fault ride through by the necessities for transmission level interconnected wind parks in [79], and varying network topologies in [28] had been recommended. A comparison among the performance of several objective functions (FOs) has been made and evaluated on 30-bus system (IEEE standard) [80]. All the types of short-circuit contributions in optimisation of OC relay coordination problem have been taken into consideration in [81]. A new constraint reduction for the distribution system with high penetration of the DGs has been proposed, which based on optimal relay coordination method. The independent settings for different feeder zones have been determined by the proposed method, where if mode gets changed there is no need of re-optimisation for new TDS [6]. For different microgrid topologies, a novel constraint represented the plug setting multiplier operating region in industrial OC relay curves had been investigated and verified [82].

### 3.4 Dual setting protection schemes

Contrary to the conventional OC relays, both of the primary and backup functionalities, respectively are provided by a single OC relay unit dual-setting. Therefore, the programming for every OC relay dual-setting is in two directions that is, reverse/backup and forward/primary, denoted by “fw/p” and “rv/b”, accordingly. Every direction is functioned independently; thus, there are few interconnected coordination
constraints are stress-free. These properties lead to an enhanced performance in decreasing the total of relays operation time. However, research focus was devoted to the conventional DOC relays, very few studies have been conducted on dual-setting DOC relays. In the initial trial in [83], dual-setting DOC relays application was suggested for the protection of the radial distribution networks. In DG-mixed networks, it is noteworthy that regardless of employing DOC relays to tackle the dual-directional power flow, the working time is remaining prolonged. Though, the coordination problem difficulty deepens that leads to certain increased working time for relays. Consequently, using dual-setting relays is expected that due to their ability to reduce the protection operations time and eliminate those challenges. In a recent attempt, the dual-setting OCRs utilising was contemplated for the distribution networks meshed protection that connected with several source [84]. In [85] the dual-setting OC relays were deployed for safeguarding a micro-grid with a capacity to function in both islanded and grid-connected modes. For all of the preceding researches, a significant decrease in the relay’s life time is recorded. The conventional relays were completely replaced with the dual-setting OC relays without considering the new scheme’s economic burden. Expectedly, dual-setting OC relays implementation sensibly lowers the working time in the initial stage of the replacement levels. But, the decrease in the working time accumulates with increase in the penetration of dual-setting OC relays. The past researches ignored such a crucial aspect because the entire relays were expected to be dual-setting OC relays. This occurs when; a maximum relay number together with the traditional ones can provide a rapid protection operation in a cost-effective way [86]. There is a model of multi-objective optimisation proposed which goals at minimising the relay total operating time through replacement level of traditional OC relays with an optimal number of dual-setting OC relays [87]

Conclusion:

A comprehensive review on OC relay coordination has been conducted and presented in this paper. For the past four decades, a considerable number of methods and techniques has been proposed and implemented to face present day requirements. This paper has collected various optimisation methods in general seem to be reliable and effective. This review introduced many authors’ researcher work on the techniques utilise in coordination of the OC relay. Some of the researches have chosen non-standard and user-defined characteristics technique to solve OC relay coordination problems and they have developed several equations to obtain the relays optimal coordination. While, some of them have added new constraints for optimal OC relay coordination. Despite, the conventional OC relays have been paid a great research attention, there are some researches head for dual-setting OC relays to reduce the relays total operation time.
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